Behavioral signatures of face perception emerge in deep neural networks optimized for face recognition
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Human face recognition is highly accurate and exhibits a number of distinctive and well-documented behavioral “signatures” such as the use of a characteristic representational space, the disproportionate performance cost when stimuli are presented upside down, and the drop in accuracy for faces from races the participant is less familiar with. These and other phenomena have long been taken as evidence that face recognition is “special”. But why does human face perception exhibit these properties in the first place? Here, we use deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to test the hypothesis that all of these signatures of human face perception result from optimization for the task of face recognition. Indeed, as predicted by this hypothesis, these phenomena are all found in CNNs trained on face recognition, but not in CNNs trained on object recognition, even when additionally trained to detect faces while matching the amount of face experience. To test whether these signatures are in principle specific to faces, we optimized a CNN on car discrimination and tested it on upright and inverted car images. As we found for face perception, the car-trained network showed a drop in performance for inverted vs. upright cars. Similarly, CNNs trained on inverted faces produced an inverted face inversion effect. These findings show that the behavioral signatures of human face perception reflect and are well explained as the result of optimization for the task of face recognition, and that the nature of the computations underlying this task may not be so special after all.

Significance

For decades, cognitive scientists have collected behavioral signatures of face recognition. Here, we move beyond the mere curation of behavioral phenomena to ask why the human face system works the way it does. We find that many classic signatures of human face perception emerge spontaneously in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) trained on face discrimination, but not in CNNs trained on object classification (or on both object classification and face detection), suggesting that these long-documented properties of the human face perception system reflect optimizations for face recognition, not by-products of a generic visual categorization system. This work further illustrates how CNN models can be synergistically linked to classic behavioral findings in vision research, thereby providing psychological insights into human perception.

For over 50 y, cognitive psychologists have documented the many ways that face recognition is “special” (1, 2). Face recognition performance drops disproportionately for inverted faces (i.e., face inversion effect) (3), is higher for faces of familiar than unfamiliar races (i.e., other-race effect) (4), and makes use of a characteristic “face space” (5). These and other behavioral signatures of the face system have been collected and curated as evidence that qualitatively distinct mechanisms are engaged in the recognition of faces compared to other objects. But largely missing from this long-standing literature is the question of why the human face recognition system might have these particular properties. Ideal observer methods have long been used to test whether specific behaviorally observed phenomena reflect optimized solutions to simple perceptual tasks, but this method is not well suited for complex real-world tasks (6) like face recognition. Recently, however, task-optimized deep neural networks are providing new traction on this classic question (7). In particular, if a specific human behavioral phenomenon is the expected result of optimization for a given task (whether through evolution or individual experience), then we should observe a similar phenomenon in a deep neural network optimized for that same task. Here, we use this logic to test the hypothesis that the classic behavioral signatures of face perception result specifically from optimization for the task of discriminating one face from another, by testing the prediction that these signatures will be found in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) trained on face recognition, but not in CNNs trained on object categorization or face detection, even when their overall face experience is matched.

Reason to suspect that training on faces may be necessary for CNNs to capture human face perception behavior comes from the ample evidence that face-trained networks perform well on face recognition tasks (8–10). But even if face experience is necessary, it could still be that training on face detection alone (without fine-grained face recognition) is sufficient for specific phenomena in human face perception to emerge. In contrast, reason to suspect that face experience may not be necessary to capture human behavior comes from previous findings that the features learned by CNNs optimized for object recognition are broadly useful for many tasks beyond visual object categorization (11–13) and highly predictive of human perceptual similarity (14). Object-trained networks are even sufficient to predict human behavior on fine-grained letter perception, outperforming networks that are specifically trained on letters (15). Further, object-trained networks are...
currently the best model of face-specific neural responses in the primate brain (16, 17) and even appear to contain units selectively responsive to faces (18, 19). A third possibility is that none of the above training regimes might be able to capture all classic signatures of human face perception, and something else might be required, such as a face-specific inductive bias (20, 21) or a higher-level semantic processing of faces (22), to capture human behavioral signatures of face processing. Finally, these hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, and it is possible that different signatures of human face processing may result from optimization for different tasks.

Here, we tested humans in five different experiments on tasks that measure performance on real-world face recognition, face space, and two of the classic signatures of human face perception: the face inversion effect and other-race effect (see SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2 for details). These behavioral face perception signatures were then directly compared to multiple CNNs based on the same architecture but optimized for different tasks (see SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4 for details): One network was optimized on fine-grained face recognition, one was trained on object categorization only (without face categories in the output layer), one was trained on object categorization and face detection (assigning all faces to one output category), and one was not trained at all (i.e., the same CNN with random weights). A recent study found that face-trained but not object-trained CNNs approached human face recognition accuracy (23). Here, we begin by replicating this phenomenon in a large-scale cohort. We then compared not only overall accuracy but also the representational similarity space between the networks and humans. Next, we asked whether human face signatures emerge only from an optimization for face recognition, or whether an optimization for face detection would suffice. Last, we tested whether a classic face signature—the face inversion effect—is specific for faces per se or whether it can, in principle, emerge for other categories in networks optimized for fine-grained discrimination of those categories (24). Critically, although all CNNs necessarily start with a particular architecture and learning rule, none of the networks had any built-in inductive biases—except those introduced by the different objective functions—to produce these specific behavioral signatures.

Results

Does Humanlike Face Recognition Performance Reflect Optimization for Face Recognition in Particular? One of the most basic properties of human face recognition is simply that we are very good at it. Could our excellent accuracy at face recognition result from generic object categorization abilities, or does it reflect optimization for face recognition in particular? In experiment 1, we measured face recognition performance in people and CNNs using a difficult target-matching task of choosing which of two face images belong to the same identity as a third target image (Fig. 1 B, Left). Target and nontarget faces were all white females between 20 and 35 y of age, so discrimination of age, gender, or race alone would not suffice for high accuracy on this task. The correctly matching face image differed from the target face image in many low-level features and often in viewpoint, lighting, and facial expression, requiring participants to abstract across these changes to match the identity. Humans (n = 1,532) were tested in a large-scale online experiment using Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Four CNNs were tested on the same task. All four were based on the VGG16 architecture (Fig. 1 A); one trained to discriminate face identities (Face-ID CNN in red), one trained on object categorization, excluding all animal categories (Obj-Cat CNN in yellow), one trained on object and face categorization (including all face images belong to the same identity as a third target image (Fig. 1 B, Left)), and another untrained, randomly initialized CNN (Untrained CNN, dark gray). (B) Human face recognition performance (n = 1,532) was measured in a target-matching task on 40 female identities (S images each) on Mechanical Turk. To measure performance in CNNs on the same task, we extracted the activation to each of the images in a trial and computed the correlation distance (1 − Pearson’s r) between the target (T) and the two matching images (A and B). The network’s choice was modeled as the minimal distance between the target and each of the matching images [e.g., dist(T,A)]. Image credit: Wikimedia Commons/ Sgt. Bryson K. Jones, Sgt. Michael Connors, and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. (C) Human performance was 87.5% correct (light gray horizontal line; the chance level was 50%). Only the face-trained CNN (red) achieved face recognition performance close to humans. Networks trained on object categorization and face detection (orange), or object categorization only (yellow) performed better than the untrained CNN (gray), but did not reach human-level recognition performance. Error bars denote bootstrapped 95% CIs. Black lines in the bottom indicate pairwise significant differences (P < 0.05, bootstrap tests, fdr-corrected). Images shown are not examples of the original stimulus set but in public domain and available at https://commons.wikimedia.org.

Fig. 1. Experiment 1: Only CNNs trained on face recognition achieve human-level accuracy. (A) We compared four CNNs with the VGG16 architecture to human behavior: one trained on face identity recognition (Face-ID CNN, red), one on object and face categorization, with all faces used for training the Face-ID CNN (Obj-Face-Cat CNN, orange), one trained on object categorization only (Obj-Cat CNN, yellow), and another untrained, randomly initialized CNN (Untrained CNN, dark gray). (B) Human face recognition performance (n = 1,532) was measured in a target-matching task on 40 female identities (S images each) on Mechanical Turk. To measure performance in CNNs on the same task, we extracted the activation to each of the images in a trial and computed the correlation distance (1 − Pearson’s r) between the target (T) and the two matching images (A and B). The network’s choice was modeled as the minimal distance between the target and each of the matching images [e.g., dist(T,A)]. Image credit: Wikimedia Commons/Sgt. Bryson K. Jones, Sgt. Michael Connors, and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. (C) Human performance was 87.5% correct (light gray horizontal line; the chance level was 50%). Only the face-trained CNN (red) achieved face recognition performance close to humans. Networks trained on object categorization and face detection (orange), or object categorization only (yellow) performed better than the untrained CNN (gray), but did not reach human-level recognition performance. Error bars denote bootstrapped 95% CIs. Black lines in the bottom indicate pairwise significant differences (P < 0.05, bootstrap tests, fdr-corrected). Images shown are not examples of the original stimulus set but in public domain and available at https://commons.wikimedia.org.
the faces and object training images, but assigning all face images to a single category; Obj-Face-Cat CNN in orange), and one untrained, randomly initialized CNN (Untrained CNN in gray). We chose the VGG16 architecture (25) because it provides a good fit to neural visual processing (26), it has been successfully trained for face recognition (27) and is widely used in cognitive neuroscience [see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 2 for similar results from two other commonly used architectures: Alexnet (28) and ResNet (29, 30)]. In CNNs, we extracted activation patterns from the penultimate fully connected layer (i.e., the decoding stage in a CNN; see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 1 for results from other layers) to the same images and computed the correlation distance (1 – Pearson’s r) between the activation patterns of each pair of images (Fig. 1B, Right). The network’s choice was determined by which of the two matching images had an activation pattern that was closest to the target image. Importantly, none of the networks was trained on the face identities used as test stimuli.

Human participants were able to correctly match the target face in 87.5% of all trials (1C, light-gray horizontal line; the chance level was 50%). Although we intentionally chose less well-known faces for this test, it remained possible that our participants recognized some of the individuals, possibly inflating performance. To find out, we asked each participant whether one or more of the identities were familiar to them. Indeed, 71% of participants indicated that they were familiar with at least one of the identities, and 10% indicated that they were “not sure”. When we ran the same analysis separately on those participants who indicated that they were familiar with at least one identity or not sure (n = 1,233) vs. those that were not familiar with any of the identities (n = 299), we found a significant but small drop in performance from 88.3% to 84.5% (P = 0, bootstrap test). This finding suggests that any contribution of familiarity with particular faces to the observed performance in this task was small (cf. Fig. 3A for very similar performance on completely unfamiliar faces).

Might this characteristically high human accuracy on a difficult, high-variance face recognition task, result from a system optimized only for generic object categorization, or would specific optimization for faces be required? We found that CNNs trained on object categorization performed far worse (Obj-Cat CNN: 63.0%; Fig. 1C, yellow) than humans, whereas the face-identity-trained CNN achieved human-level performance at 86.9% correct (Face-ID CNN; Fig. 1C, red; P = 0.44, bootstrap test), consistent with prior studies (8–10, 23, 31). Does the human-level accuracy of the face-identity-trained CNN result from an optimization specifically for face identity discrimination, or would a CNN with the same amount of face experience but optimized for coarse face detection also achieve it? We found that the CNN trained to categorize objects and faces (assigning all faces to a single output category) performed significantly better than the CNN trained on object categorization only (Obj-Face-Cat CNN: 67%; Fig. 1C, orange; P < 0.01, bootstrap test), but it performed significantly worse than human performance (P = 0, bootstrap test). The untrained CNN achieved a performance of 56.7%, which was significantly above chance (Fig. 1C, gray; P = 0, bootstrap test).

**Fig. 2.** Experiments 2 and 3: Face-trained but not object-trained CNNs match human face behavior. (A) To measure human representational similarities of faces in experiment 2, participants (n = 14) performed a multiarrangement task on 16 face identities (5 images each) resulting in a RDM for each participant (the average RDM shown in the Bottom Left). The correlation distance (1 – Pearson’s r) between activations to each pair of the corresponding images in the penultimate fully connected layer was used to compute the networks’ RDM (sample RDM shown for Face-ID CNN in the Bottom Right, see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 5 for other networks). Spearman rank correlation was used to measure the similarity between human behavioral and networks’ RDMs. The 16 face identities were half female, half male, and half older, half younger. The low dissimilarity clusters (in blue) along the diagonal of the RDMs correspond to “old female”, “young female”, “old male”, and “young male” identities (from Top Left to Bottom Right), respectively. Image credit: Wikimedia Commons/Sgt. Bryson K. Jones and usbotschaftberlin. (B) The face-identity-trained CNN (Face-ID CNN, red) matched human behavioral representational similarity best (close to noise ceiling; light gray bar). Neither the untrained CNN (dark gray) nor the object-categorization trained CNN (Obj-Cat CNN, yellow) or the CNN trained to categorize objects and to detect faces (Obj-Face-Cat CNN, orange) matched human representational similarities well. Error bars represent bootstrapped standard error of the mean (SEM) across participants. The gray area represents the noise ceiling. (C) The results of (B) were replicated in experiment 3 using a similarity-matching task (see Fig. 1B for the same stimulus presentation methods but different task: identity matching in experiment 1 but similarity matching here in experiment 3) on Mechanical Turk (n = 668) using a distinct dataset of 60 unfamiliar male identities (one image each). The Face-ID CNN again matched human behavioral representational similarity best, far outperforming the untrained CNN, the Obj-Cat CNN and the Obj-Face-Cat CNN. The corresponding RDMs are shown in SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 5. The gray area represents the split-half reliability (mean ± 2*SD across 50 random splits). Error bars denote bootstrapped 95% CIs across dissimilarity values. Images shown are not examples of the original stimulus set but in public domain and available at https://commons.wikimedia.org.
but much lower than human performance (Fig. 1C, light-gray horizontal line) or performance of all other trained networks (all \( P = 0 \), bootstrap tests).

Does the face-identity-trained CNN not just match the overall performance of humans, but also use similar strategies to solve the identity matching task (32, 33)? To address this question, we performed an analysis of the errors being made by humans and CNNs and computed the trial-by-trial predictivity of the human behavioral choices by CNNs (see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 3 for details). We indeed found that humans performed significantly better on triplets in which the Face-ID CNN was correct (human performance 88.2\%) than on triplets for which it was incorrect (human performance: 83.3\%; \( P = 0 \), bootstrap test). Moreover, the Face-ID CNN predicted the behavioral choices on a trial-by-trial level well (Pearson’s \( r \) : 0.74), outperforming all other CNNs. These findings suggest that the face-identity-trained CNN not only achieves a similar recognition accuracy to humans, but uses a similar strategy to do so.

Thus, we found that CNNs optimized for face recognition were able to achieve face recognition performance comparable to humans [consistent with prior studies (9, 10, 23)], but this was not the case for CNNs trained on object categorization [despite their high usefulness for other tasks (13, 14)] or untrained CNNs. Further, the CNN trained on both object classification and face detection, which had “experienced” as many faces as the Face-ID CNN optimized for face recognition but was trained to assign all faces to a single face category, performed far worse than the CNN trained on face recognition. Taken together, these findings suggest that humans’ high accuracy at face recognition is not the result of a system optimized for generic object categorization, even with large numbers of faces in the training data, but more likely reflects optimization (through evolution or individual experience) for face recognition in particular.

Do CNNs Represent Faces in a Similar Fashion to Humans? The analyses so far show that CNNs trained on face recognition achieve accuracy levels similar to humans when tested on the same task. But do they achieve this high performance in the same way? To address this question, we assessed the perceived similarity of face images in humans and compared them to CNNs using representational similarity analysis (RSA). Specifically, in experiment 2, we asked whether the similarity between face representations in CNNs resemble those in humans. Human participants (n = 14) performed a multiarrangement task on images belonging to 16 different identities (half female, half male and half older, half younger; 5 images each) for a total of 80 face images (Fig. 2A). In this task, participants were asked to place each image in a 2D space that captures similarities in the appearance of faces. Using RSA, we compared the resulting behavioral representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) to the RDMs of all four CNNs, obtained by computing the correlation distance between the activation patterns from the penultimate fully connected layer for the same stimuli (see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 6 for results from other layers and SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 7 for similar results from two other architectures: AlexNet and ResNet).

For the face-identity-trained CNN (Exp. 2; Fig. 2B; Face-ID CNN in red), correlations between the network’s face representations and human behavior were high in the penultimate layer (Spearman’s \( r \) : 0.34), almost reaching the noise ceiling (i.e., the maximum correlation possible given the consistency across participants: light gray vertical bar). In contrast, the CNN trained on object categorization only (Fig. 2B; Obj-Cat CNN in yellow) and the CNN trained on object and face categorization (Fig. 2B; Obj-Face-Cat CNN in orange) represented faces significantly less similarly to humans (Obj-Cat CNN: Spearman’s \( r \) : 0.19; Obj-Face-Cat CNN: Spearman’s \( r \) : 0.21; both \( P = 0 \), bootstrap test). The representational dissimilarities of the untrained CNN (Fig. 2B; Untrained CNN in dark gray) showed a significant but low correlation with human behavior (Spearman’s \( r \) : 0.03; \( P = 0.02 \), bootstrap test). Thus, the decoding stage of processing in face-identity-trained CNNs, but not CNNs trained on object categorization, face detection or untrained CNNs, match human behavior well, indicating that faces are similarly represented in human behavior and CNNs optimized for face recognition.
The previous dataset contained multiple images of the same identity, thus human participants might have been biased to simply place images of the same identity together, without taking into account fine-grained details within or between identities. Do these results generalize to other tasks and datasets that rely less on identity recognition? To find out, in experiment 3, we measured representational dissimilarities in humans (n = 668) and CNNs on a completely different dataset using 60 images of distinct, nonfamous young (approximate age between 20 and 30) y male identities in a similarity-matching task (cf. Fig. 1B for the same task but on identity matching instead of similarity matching). We found the same pattern of results (Exp. 3; Fig. 2C; see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 5 for behavioral and CNN RDMs). Specifically, the face-identity-trained CNN was again more similar to human behavioral similarities (Fig. 2C; Spearman’s r = 0.40) than the other three networks (all P = 0, bootstrap test; Obj-Cat CNN: r = 0.09, Obj-Face-Cat CNN: r = 0.17, untrained CNN: r = 0.05, all correlated with behavior above chance, all P < 0.02).

Taken together, face-identity-trained networks, but not networks that were untrained or did not have training on face identification, represented faces similarly to humans [consistent with recent studies (31, 35)], suggesting that optimization for face identification was necessary to match the human face representations tapped in behavioral judgments.

Do CNNs Show Classic Signatures of Human Face Processing? So far, we have found that CNNs optimized for face recognition achieve human-level face recognition performance and represent faces in a similar way, but CNNs optimized for object classification (even when trained extensively on face detection) do not. These findings suggest that human face recognition performance is unlikely to reflect a system optimized (through evolution, individual experience, or both) generically for object categorization and/or face detection alone. Optimization for face recognition in particular seems to be required to capture human face recognition performance. But what about the classic behavioral signatures of human face processing, like the other-race effect and the face inversion effect? Why might human face recognition exhibit these phenomena? Might they also result from optimization for face recognition in particular? If so, we should expect to find that a CNN trained on face recognition, but not CNNs trained on object recognition (even if faces are included as an object category), would exhibit these same phenomena. In both cases, we predict the presence of the two signatures in the face-trained network, but not its magnitude, because the networks do not exactly match human experience.

In the other-race effect (36), humans show lower performance recognizing subgroups of faces they have had less exposure to during development. Previous work has suggested that CNNs also show such experience-dependent deficits when specific demographics are underrepresented during training (37–39). But are these effects comparable to the other-race effect in humans, and could they result directly from optimization for recognition of faces of predominantly one race? Or is training of face detection or even passive exposure to faces of one predominant race sufficient? To find out, in experiment 4, we tested white and Asian participants on a set of unfamiliar white and Asian female identities and compared them to CNNs using the same target-matching task (Fig. 1B). To test the other-race effect in CNNs, we trained a CNN on face recognition on a dataset of only Asian identities (Face-ID-Asian CNN), and another CNN on a predominantly white dataset with all Asian identities removed (Face-ID-white CNN). Further, we trained two networks on object categorization and face detection using only Asian identities (Obj-Face-Cat-Asian CNN) or only white identities (Obj-Face-Cat-white CNN).

Face recognition performance of the white participants (n = 269) was lower for this Asian female test set (82.6%) than for the white female test set (86.3%), replicating the other-race effect (Fig. 3A; light-gray bars; P = 0, bootstrap test across participants). Importantly, Asian participants (n = 102) showed the opposite, performing significantly better on the Asian test set (90.1%) than on the white test set (87.4%; P = 0, bootstrap test). We found a significant interaction between the stimulus set and participants’ race (P = 0, bootstrap test across participants), indicating that this effect cannot be simply due to differences in difficulty between stimuli sets. Our key question was whether this effect can be explained as a direct, perhaps inevitable, result of optimization for face recognition based on the demographically biased samples typical of human experience. Indeed, the recognition performance of the CNN trained on faces with Asian identities removed from the training set (Fig. 3A; Face-ID-white CNN) was significantly lower on Asian faces (88.8%) than on white faces (96.8%; P = 0, bootstrap test), while the performance of the CNN trained on Asian faces (Face-ID-Asian CNN) was lower for white (86.6%) than for Asian face stimuli (91.5%; P = 0, bootstrap test). Despite being matched in face experience, we did not find a significant difference in performance for the CNNs trained on object categorization and face detection of white identities (Obj-Face-Cat-white CNN: 63.1% white vs. 61.5% Asian; P = 0.51, bootstrap test) or Asian identities (Obj-Face-Cat-Asian CNN: 64.8% white vs. 63.7% Asian; P = 0.63, bootstrap test). Moreover, neither the CNN trained on object categorization nor the untrained CNN showed a significant drop in performance for the Asian set compared to the dataset of white female identities (Obj-Cat CNN: 62.5% white vs. 62.6% Asian; P = 0.93, bootstrap test; Untrained CNN: 57.2% white vs. 60.2% Asian; P = 0.19, bootstrap test). Overall, these results suggest a reason why humans show an other-race effect: It is a natural consequence of training to discriminate faces from a specific race.

Might optimization for recognition of (upright) faces similarly explain why humans show a face inversion effect? To test this prediction, in experiment 5, we used the target-matching task with the white female identities used before (Fig. 1B), but we presented them upside-down to both humans (n = 1,219) and networks [Fig. 3B and see Fig. 4 for similar results using SVM (support vector machine) decoding]. Replicating multiple prior studies (3), human participants showed lower performance for inverted (76.8%) than for upright faces (87.5%; P = 0, bootstrap test). This significant drop was also found as a significant within-participant difference using the subset of participants (n = 364) who performed both the upright and inverted tasks (accuracy inverted: 75.9% vs. upright: 87.5%; P = 0, bootstrap test across participants). We found that the face-identity-trained CNN (Fig. 3B; red) was the only network whose performance was lower for inverted than upright images (86.9% upright vs. 66.4% inverted; P = 0, bootstrap test). Neither the object-categorization trained (Fig. 3B; yellow) nor the object-and-face-categorization trained (Fig. 3B; orange) or the untrained CNN (Fig. 3B; dark gray) showed a significant difference in performance between upright and inverted faces (Obj-Cat CNN: 63% upright vs. 64.2% inverted, P = 0.30; Obj-Face-Cat CNN: 67.1% upright vs. 65.6% inverted, P = 0.24 Untrained CNN: 59.4% upright vs. 57.4% inverted; P = 0.08, bootstrap test). Moreover, the face inversion effect was significantly larger for the face-identity-trainned than for all other CNNs (all P = 0, bootstrap test). Thus, even though the object-trained network and the object-and-face-categorization trained network were exposed to faces, and much more to upright than inverted faces, neither shows the robust face inversion effect seen in the face-identity-trained network. These findings show that the face inversion effect does not automatically arise from...
extensive exposure or even training to detect upright but not inverted faces, but it does result from optimization on (upright) face identification, providing a likely explanation of why humans show this effect.

**How Special Is the Face Inversion Effect?** If indeed optimization for the recognition of upright faces is sufficient to produce a face inversion effect, hence explaining why humans show this phenomenon, does this reflect something special about face stimuli per se? Or, might any stimulus category produce inversion effects given sufficient training at fine-grained discrimination of exemplars within a category? This question has long been pursued in the psychology literature (40), but the evidence that face-like inversion effects can result from perceptual expertise is mixed (41, 42). On the other hand, few, if any, humans have as much perceptual expertise on another stimulus category as they do for faces, and it remains unclear whether face-sized behavioral inversion effects might arise for nonface stimuli if they did. But with machine learning methods, we can give a network as much training on nonfaces as on faces. Here, we trained CNNs on inverted faces and on another fine-grained discrimination task (i.e., cars) to measure inversion effects in these networks and compared them to the previously used face-trained, object-trained, and untrained CNNs. To evaluate the performance of these networks, we used a classification approach by training and testing a linear SVM on activations for upright and inverted stimulus sets extracted from the penultimate fully connected layer of these CNNs (Fig. 4A). The stimulus sets used here are larger (1,000 images) than those we used before because we were no longer constrained by the limitations of human experiments.

Indeed, we can produce an “inverted face inversion effect” for faces by training the network only on inverted faces (Fig. 4B; Face-ID-inv CNN). That is, face identity decoding accuracy of a CNN trained on inverted faces was significantly larger for inverted faces (99.3%) than for upright faces (70.1%; P < 1e-5; two-sided paired t test). In contrast, the decoding accuracy of the Face-ID CNN trained on upright faces showed the regular face inversion effect (Face-ID CNN: 99.4% upright vs. 67.7% inverted; P < 1e-5). Note that the performance on the trained conditions (e.g., performance of upright faces for the Face-ID CNN) was larger than what we found before (i.e., in Fig. 1C). This difference could be due to differences in the stimulus sets or the different analysis method (i.e., linear SVM decoding approach) used here (see SI Appendix, Table S3 for an overview), which allows for reweighting the features. Furthermore, we even found that a network trained on car discrimination showed a car inversion effect (Fig. 4C; Car CNN: 76.7% upright vs. 34.6% inverted; P < 1e-5), but neither the object-trained (without cars included in the training set; Obj-Cat CNN: 30.3% upright vs. 29% inverted; P = 0.66) nor the face-identity-trained model (Face-ID CNN: 14.9% upright vs. 14% inverted; P = 0.66) or the untrained model (Untrained CNN: 15.4% upright vs. 16.4% inverted; P = 0.66) did. These findings indicate that inversion effects are not specific to faces per se but can in principle arise naturally for other stimulus classes from training on only upright stimuli.

**Discussion**

Why does human face recognition show the particular behavioral signatures it does? Here, we show that the characteristic human high accuracy, face space, other-race effects, and face inversion effects, are all found in CNNs optimized for face identification (on upright demographically biased training stimuli characteristic of human experience), but none of these effects are found in networks optimized for generic object categorization. Further, none of these effects arise in networks that are trained on face detection only, despite having the same amount of face experience as the face-identity-trained networks. This finding shows that face experience alone is not sufficient to produce these effects. Rather, it is optimization for the specific task of discriminating individual faces from each other that produces these effects. These findings enable us to go beyond the mere documentation of the special signatures of the human face system, to provide an answer to the question of why human face recognition exhibits these phenomena. What our findings suggest is that these classic behavioral signatures of face recognition in humans result from optimization for face recognition in particular. Thus we might expect any system optimized on this task to show the same phenomena.

We further find that the most classic signature of the face system, the face inversion effect, need not in principle be restricted to face stimuli. In CNNs trained on cars, we find a car inversion effect, and in CNNs trained only on inverted faces, we find an inverted inversion effect. Similarly, recent work has found an inversion effect for birds in a CNN trained on bird discrimination.
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Of course, CNNs differ from brains in myriad ways, perhaps most strikingly in how they learn. We are not arguing that the human face system develops in the same way CNNs do, certainly not from extensive labeled examples trained with backpropagation (49). Rather, our point is that CNNs allow us to move beyond the mere documentation of behavioral signatures of face processing as curiosities to be collected, to the more interesting enterprise of asking which of these signatures may be explained as a consequence of the computational optimization for face recognition (6, 7).

Despite the consistency of our results with CNNs trained on face recognition, many puzzles remain. For example, given our finding that face-identity-trained networks better explain human face perception, why do object-trained CNNs perform similarly or even better at explaining face-specific neural responses (16, 17)? One possible explanation is that human face behavior might be read out from later stages of neural processing than have been investigated so far in studies examining the correspondence between CNNs and neural responses. This hypothesis is supported by several findings suggesting that face-specific regions in the super-temporal sulcus (50, 51), or areas beyond the core system of face perception (52, 53) may be involved in face identity recognition in humans or monkeys (54). Another explanation could be that the resolution of neuroimaging methods in humans is insufficient to read out identity information in face-specific areas (55). However, methodological limitations of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) cannot fully explain this discrepancy, because face-trained models also did not outperform object-trained models in predicting human intracranial data (16), which provides higher spatial resolution than fMRI. A third explanation could be that object-specific features can be repurposed for face perception by reweighting the features (as is typically done when building encoding models). However, we recently found that even when training a linear classifier on object-specific features, those features were much less useful for face identification than face-trained features (45). Last, neural face representations might be optimized for fine-grained face discrimination and face detection. While standard face-trained CNNs are trained to discriminate different faces from each other, the face-specific features they develop were not optimized to distinguish faces from objects. This hypothesis could be addressed by training a CNN on fine-grained face recognition and object categorization simultaneously. Indeed, our recent work suggests that networks optimized for both face and object recognition spontaneously segregate face from object processing in the network and are able to capture human behavioral representational space for faces and objects (45). It will be of interest to directly compare this network to neural responses (56). In the future, these questions might be answered by combining human behavior, neural data, and deep neural networks to find out which task optimization best explains neural face responses and where in the brain the face representations tappable in behavioral tasks reside.

Would more complex types of networks better match human face perception? While it is possible that recurrent neural networks (57, 58) or three-dimensional generative models of face perception (17, 35, 59, 60) could also explain our data, it is unlikely that they would consistently outperform face-identity-trained CNNs given the high correspondence (sometimes even reaching noise ceiling) we observed between CNNs and human face perception behavior for most of the signatures. This suggests that simple feedforward CNNs are sufficient for modeling these face signatures. However, while face-identity-trained CNNs matched all signatures qualitatively, not all signatures were quantitatively matched (e.g., the face inversion effect). Furthermore, feedforward CNNs have been shown to not perform as well on all face tasks [e.g., the Hollow-face effect (59)], and it will be critical to study these tasks further. Additionally, our task was designed to test face recognition under relatively high image variation conditions, but it remains possible that tests with even higher image variation would reveal a gap between humans and feed-forward networks.

Our work also provides some clues into the origins of the human face system, by showing that humanlike face recognition can in principle arise from face-specific experience alone, but only if networks are trained to discriminate individual faces from each other. Importantly, however, training on object classification alone, even with extensive experience on face detection appears not to be sufficient. This finding highlights the fact that the behavior of a network depends not only on the training diet, but also on the training task. It remains an open question whether the relevant face experience that shaped the human face recognition system occurred during evolution, or modern individual experience, or (as is usually the case) both.

In sum, our findings, that face-identity-trained but not object-trained models, even when trained on face detection with the same amount of face experience, match many of the classic signatures of human face recognition enable us to explain these signatures of human face processing as the expected result of optimization for this specific task. Our study joins several other recent investigations that use deep neural networks to explain human perceptual phenomena as the result of optimization for a given task (6, 7). Moreover, the existence of special neural populations selectively engaged in face recognition can also be explained as the result of joint optimization for face and object recognition (45). Each of these studies uses CNNs to move beyond the mere characterization of perceptual phenomena to address the more fundamental question of why our perceptual systems work the way they do. This strategy builds upon earlier work using ideal observer methods in perception but enables us to now tackle more complex real-world perceptual problems.
Materials and Methods

Comparing Human Face Recognition Performance in the Target-Matching Task to Task-Optimized CNNs (Experiments 1 and 5).

Participants. In experiment 1, a total of 1,540 individual workers from the online crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk participated in the target-matching tasks (Fig. 18) on white upright stimuli. A total of 8 workers were excluded from the analysis due to overly fast responses (response time in more than five trials <500 ms or more than 10 trials <800 ms). All workers were located in the United States. We asked workers to voluntarily provide their sex, race, and age (i.e., in ranges “18 to 24,” “25 to 34,” “35 to 44,” “45 to 54,” “55 to 64,” and “65 or older”). The average workers’ age was between 25 and 34 y, 57.5% of workers were female, 42% were male, and 1% reported “other” or did not report their sex. The majority of the workers were white (70%), 15% were Black, 10% were Asian, and 5% reported other or did not report their race.

In addition to the set of workers participating in the target-matching task on upright stimuli (experiment 1), a total of 1,237 individual workers from Mechanical Turk performed the same target-matching task on inverted stimuli (experiment 5). A total of 18 workers were excluded from the analysis due to overly fast responses (response time in more than five trials <500 ms or more than 10 trials <800 ms). Of the remaining workers, 64 workers had also participated in the target-matching task on upright face images (experiment 1). In addition to these 64 workers, we were able to recruit 300 of the workers that participated in the target-matching task on inverted images to also perform the target-matching task on upright images. In total, we recruited 364 workers who performed both the upright and inverted versions of the target-matching task (providing a within-subject comparison).

To avoid familiarity effects with identities, each worker was only allowed to perform one set of 21 trials (using all 40 distinct identities) per task. Some workers were still able to perform more sets of trials due to technical restrictions on Mechanical Turk. In this case, only the first set of trials was included in the analysis. The number of workers was chosen such that each trial was sampled 20 times across workers. This number was chosen based on previous studies that sampled triplets on Mechanical Turk (61).

Stimuli and behavioral target-matching task. To measure human behavioral face recognition performance, participants performed a target-matching task on Mechanical Turk. To construct this task, we chose 5 images of each of 40 identities. To ensure that the task would not merely rely on external face dimensions (e.g., age, gender), we restricted the stimuli to white female identities of similar age (approximately 20 to 35 y). We further tried to choose individuals who were less famous to reduce familiarity effects. Moreover, we chose images of these identities that varied across lighting, hairstyle, pose, and other low- and mid-level image features (as validated by the low performance of early convolutional layers on this task, around 60% correct; see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 1). We first selected identities which fulfilled these criteria from the Labeled Faces in the Wild dataset (62). Since the Faces in the Wild dataset did not contain sufficient identities to fulfill these criteria, we manually supplemented more identities by selecting them from the internet and by using identities from the VGGFace2 dataset. We then randomly chose images to build triplets in which each target identity (2 images) was paired with each other identity as distractor (1 image) for a total of 1,560 (40 × 39) triplets. Critically, none of the test identities were used for training the Face CNN. Also importantly, from the 156,000 possible triplets [40 identities × 5 images × 4 images (same identity)] × 195 images (distractor identity)] available, we only used the 1,560 triplets that were presented to the human participants to compute the identity recognition performance of CNNs. On Amazon Mechanical Turk, we asked human participants to choose which of two face images (e.g., matches A or B) belonged to the same identity as the third target image. The position of the matching images (left or right) was pseudorandomized across trials. To reduce perceptual and behavioral noise as much as possible, participants had unlimited time to perform each trial. Each participant performed 20 trials in which 20 distinct identities were paired with the remaining half of the 20 identities such that each identity was shown only once during the set of trials. Each triplet was repeated 20 times across participants, and the average identity matching performance across all triplets and human participants served as measure for human face recognition performance.

To measure human behavioral face recognition performance on inverted faces (experiment 5), participants performed the same target-matching task on Mechanical Turk as described above, using the identical stimuli we used for the target-matching task on upright faces, but now presenting each face upside down.

Untrained and trained CNNs. To explore the role of task optimization for face recognition, we used four CNNs trained on different tasks and with varying amounts of face experience. All CNNs were based on the VGG16 architecture (25) [see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 2 for parallel results based on AlexNet (28) and ResNet (29, 30) architectures]. First, to test the performance of an untrained network, we used a randomly initialized network (Untrained CNN). Second, to measure the performance on face recognition on a CNN trained on generic objects, we included a CNN trained on object categorization only (Obj-Cat CNN) using 423 manually sampled object categories of the ILSVRC-2012 database (63). Third, we included a CNN trained on face identity categorization only (Face-ID CNN) using 1,714 identities from the VGGFace2 database (8). Details about the training and test sets of the latter two networks have been described previously (45). Fourth, to test whether mere face experience (without discriminating individual faces) was sufficient to match human face processing, we included a CNN that was matched in the amount of face experience to the face-identity-trained CNN, but trained on coarse face detection only. Specifically, we trained a CNN on object and face categorization (Obj-Face-Cat CNN) on the exact same 423 object categories as the object-trained CNN with one additional category (i.e., 424 categories in total) that included all face images used to trained the face-identity-trained CNN. Note, that this network did not only include the same amount of face images as the face-identity-trained model but was also trained on a much larger training set.

Target-matching task in CNNs. To directly compare the face recognition performance between humans and CNNs, for the behavioral target-matching tasks on face images, we presented the same stimuli to the four different CNNs: the untrained CNN, the object-categorization-trained CNN, the object-and-face categorization CNN, and the face-identification CNN. For each tasks and stimuli, we simulated the behavioral task in CNNs by extracting activation from the penultimate fully connected layer to each of the 200 images (see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 1 for additional layers). We measured the pairwise similarity for each pair of images using correlation distance (1 − Pearson’s r) between the activation patterns. The network’s choice was modeled as which of the two matching images was closest to the target image. Critically, we only used the 1,560 triplets that were presented to the human participants to compute the identity recognition performance. Note that when we compared CNNs to participants who indicated that they were unfamiliar with all identities, we only compared the performance on the triplets performed by those participants. By averaging the choice accuracy (0 or 1 for incorrect or correct, respectively) across all 1,560 triplets, we obtained a corresponding identity matching performance for each of the different CNNs. To directly compare the face recognition performance between humans and CNNs for the behavioral target-matching tasks on upright and inverted face images, we presented the inverted stimuli to the four different CNNs and extracted activations from the penultimate fully connected layer (see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 1 for other layers). All other analyses were identical to the analyses described for the target-matching task on upright face images above. To test whether the face inversion effect was restricted to a particular architecture, we further investigated the face inversion effect in AlexNet and ResNet architectures (SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 2).

Using a Multiarrangement Task to Compare Human Perceptual Similarity of Faces to Task-Optimized CNNs (Experiment 2).

Participants. Behavioral data from 14 laboratory participants (7 female; mean age 25.9, SD = 4.33) from a previously published study (64) were used to perform the RSA using the multiarrangement task. As described previously, all participants provided informed, written consent prior to the experiment and were compensated financially for their time. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects approved the experimental protocol (COUHES No 1606622600).

Stimuli and behavioral representational dissimilarities. To find out whether humans and CNNs represent faces similarly, we performed RSA in two different experiments. The experimental design and stimuli to obtain the behavioral data have been explained in detail previously (64), so here, we just briefly summarize the stimuli and task. Participants performed a multiarrangement task (34) using 80 face stimuli. Stimuli consisted of 5 images of each of 16 celebrities, which varied orthogonally in gender and age, such that half were female and half were male and half of them were young (below ~35 y) and half were old (above ~60 y). Participants performed the multiarrangement experiment online using their own computer. During the task, participants were instructed to arrange different
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subsets of the images based on their perceived similarity (“similar images together, dissimilar images apart”) by dragging and dropping them in a circle. After the completion of the experiment, the pairwise squared on-screen distances between the arranged images was computed and resulted in an RDM (see Fig. 2A bottom left for visualization of the mean behavioral RDM). For each participant, we extracted the lower off-diagonal data from the behavioral RDM to obtain a vector of pairwise dissimilarities used for computing the correlations.

We additionally computed the noise ceiling for the representational dissimilarities given the inconsistencies across participants using a method described previously (65). Briefly, we estimated the upper bound of the noise ceiling as the mean correlation of each participant’s vector of perceived dissimilarities with the group mean (including the participant itself). In contrast, the lower bound was computed by taking the mean correlation of each participant with all other participants.

Rsa between humans and CNNs. To obtain representational dissimilarities in CNNs, we presented the same stimuli as used for the human participants to the four CNNs. For each CNN, we extracted the activation patterns to each image separately from the fully connected penultimate layer (see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 6 for other layers) and computed the correlation distance (1 - Pearson’s r) between each pair of activation patterns. This result is in one RDM for each of the four CNNs (see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 5 for visualization of the RDMs).

To compute the similarity between the human RDMs and the RDMs obtained for the CNNs, we rank correlated each participant’s behavioral dissimilarity vector with the corresponding CNN dissimilarity vectors. The average rank correlation across participants served as similarity measure between human participants and CNNs.

Statistical inference. To measure statistical significance, we used bootstrap tests. Specifically, we bootstrapped the participant-specific dissimilarity vectors 10,000 times and correlated them with the CNN dissimilarity vectors to obtain an empirical distribution of the correlations. The SD of these distributions defined the SEM for the correlation between humans and CNNs. To test for differences (or differences of differences) between correlations, we bootstrapped the participants 10,000 times and computed the mean difference between correlations resulting in an empirical distribution of correlation differences. All P-values were derived as explained below (see section Statistical Inference).

Using a Similarity-Matching Task to Compare Human Perceptual Similarity of Faces to Task-Optimized CNNs (Experiment 3). To test whether the results from the multiarrangement task from experiment 2 would generalize to a different dataset and task, we tested participants (n = 668) in a similarity matching task on Amazon Mechanical Turk using a distinct set of 60 unfamiliar male identities (1 image each) from the Flick-Faces-HQ database (66). We then censored the participants’ choices in this task into pairwise dissimilarity values and used RSA to measure the similarity of human behavior with the four trained CNNs. We analyzed the results as in experiment 2 except that we bootstrapped across the behavioral dissimilarity values instead of across participants, since participants contributed to varying degrees to this task. More details about the participants, stimuli and analyses can be found in the SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 4.

Comparing the Other-Race Effect between Humans and Task-Optimized CNNs (Experiment 4).

Participants. To study the other-race effect (Fig. 3A), we collected data using a different image dataset. Specifically, we collected data on unfamiliar, young white and Asian female stimuli using the target-matching task. To sample white participants (n = 396), we used Amazon Mechanical Turk and only included workers who were located in the United States, who listed their race as white and who reported that during elementary school at least 50% of their peers were white and less than 50% were Asian. Of those workers, 127 had to be excluded due to overly fast responses, overly deterministic responses (more than 65% left or right clicks only, when chance level was 50%) or because their response differed in the catch trial. The average workers’ age was between 35 and 44 y, 44% of workers were female, 54% were male, and 2% reported other or did not report their sex.

Stimuli and behavioral target-matching task on white and Asian faces. To test the other-race effect in humans and compare them to CNNs (see section below), we ran the same target-matching task (see experiment 1) on unfamiliar, young, female white and Asian faces. To exclude that familiarity with some of the identities would influence the results, we collected a novel set of 5 images of each of 80 identities (40 of each race) by using photos provided by colleagues, and by sampling photos of identities on Instagram (with less than 2,000 followers). All of the identities were female and between 20 to 35 y of age, and none of them was used as training for the CNNs. For each race, we built triplets in which each target identity (2 images) was paired with each other identity as distractor (1 image) for a total of 1,560 (40 × 39) triplets. During the experiment, each participant performed 20 trials of each race, randomly interleaved, for a total of 40 trials. For each participant, 20 distinct identities of a race were paired with the remaining half of the 20 identities of the same race, such that each identity was shown only once during the set of trials. To measure within participant reliability, we included an additional trial in which one randomly chosen trial from the set of 40 trials was repeated.

Testing the other-race effect in CNNs. To test the other-race effect in CNNs, we trained four additional CNNs. We first trained a VGG16 architecture on a dataset of mainly white identities (Face-ID-white CNN). To obtain such a dataset, we manually removed all Asian identities from the identities we previously selected from the VGGFace2 dataset. Specifically, we removed 60 Asian identities from the set of 1,714 identities, for a total of 1,654 remaining mainly white identities. We then trained another VGG16 network on Asian identities (Face-ID-Asian CNN) using the Asian Face Dataset (67). We randomly chose 1,654 identities of this dataset to match the number of identities of the Face-ID-white CNN. These identities had a minimum of 105 images per identity (~174 k images). To avoid imbalanced classes, we therefore chose 105 images for each of the identities of both datasets using 100 for training and five images for validating. To further test whether training on face detection would be sufficient for the other-race effect to emerge in CNNs, we additionally trained two VGG16 networks on object categorization and face detection using the white identities only (Object-Cat- white) or the Asian identities only (Object-Cat- Asian).

We then presented the same unfamiliar white and Asian face stimuli as used during the behavioral tasks to the four trained CNNs as well as the Object-Cat CNN and the untrained CNN and extracted activations from the penultimate fully connected layer (see SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 1 for other layers). All other analyses were identical to the analyses to the target-matching task on upright face images as described above. To test whether the other-race effect was restricted to a particular architecture, we further investigated the other-race effect in Alexnet and ResNet architectures (SI Appendix, Supplementary Note 2).

Statistical inference. For all analyses, we used nonparametric statistical tests that do not rely on assumptions about the distributions of the data. For the target-matching tasks, we bootstrapped the combination of paired identities shown as a trial (i.e., 1,560 triplets) 10,000 times and averaged the responses to obtain a distribution of accuracies. The 2.5th and the 97.5th percentiles of this distribution were used as 95% CI for the behavioral and CNN accuracies. For statistical inference of the differences between performances, we bootstrapped the triplets 10,000 times and computed the mean difference between accuracies resulting in an empirical distribution of performance differences. To test for interaction effects, we performed the same analysis but bootstrapped the difference of the differences 10,000 times. The number of differences (or differences of differences) that were smaller or larger than zero divided by the number of bootstraps defined the P-value (i.e., two-sided testing). In the case of within-participant tests, we performed the same analysis but bootstrapped the participants (instead of triplets) 1,000 times to obtain a distribution of performance differences or difference of differences in case of interaction effects. All P-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate at a 0.05 level.

Human Experimental Protocol. All human participants collected for the experiments in this study (experiments 1, 3, 4, and 5) provided informed consent and were compensated financially for their time. The experimental protocol was approved by the IRB Committee on the Human Research Ethics Project (COUHES No 1806424985) and conducted following all ethical regulations for conducting behavioral experiments.
Extended Testing for Inversion Effects in Task-Optimized CNNs.

Training CNNs. To test whether a CNN trained only on inverted faces (Face-ID-inv CNN) would show an inverted face inversion effect, we additionally trained a CNN on inverted face images. We used the same architecture, training dataset and parameters as for the Face-ID CNN but showed all images inverted instead of upright during training.

Further, to test whether inversion effects could emerge in CNNs trained on a different domain of stimuli, we trained a VGG16 architecture on car model/make classification (Car CNN) using the CompCars dataset (68). To obtain enough images per class, we concatenated images of this dataset from the same model/make but of different years into one class. In this fashion, we ended up with 1,109 classes with 45 images for training and 5 images for validating per class (~50 k training and ~5.5 k validation images).

Decoding of visual categories in CNNs. To test whether CNNs trained on varying tasks differ in how much information about a visual category they contain, we decoded exemplars of independent sets of visual categories from activations extracted from those networks (Fig. 4A).

To test the inverted face inversion effect (Fig. 4B), we used 100 held-out face identities (50 female; 10 images per identity; 1,000 images in total) from the VGGFace2 dataset that were not included in the training set of the CNNs. We presented these images upright and inverted and extracted activations from both the CNN trained on upright faces (Face-ID CNN) and the CNN trained on inverted images (Face-ID-inv CNN).

To test whether the inversion effect was specific to faces, we further tested for an inversion effect for fine-grained car decoding (Fig. 4C). We selected 10 images of 100 model/make categories from the CompCars dataset (1,000 images in total) that were not including in the training of any network and extracted activations to those images from the Face-ID CNN, the Obj-Cat CNN (which had no vehicle-related categories in the training set), the untrained CNN and the Car CNN.

For both of these analyses, we extracted the activation in the penultimate fully connected layer of each network to the image sets. For each task and activations from each network, we trained and tested a 100-way linear SVM (with L2 regularization) on the corresponding activation patterns using a leave-one-image-out (i.e., 10-fold) cross-validation scheme. We computed the mean and SEM across the CNNs from each network for at least 50 epochs (i.e., full passes over the training set) and the test images were scaled, normalized, and center-cropped.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. The code to train computational models has been previously made available at https://github.com/martinezjulio/sdnn (69). All stimuli used for the online experiments and the source data underlying Figs. 1-4 and SI Appendix, Figs. S1-S10 are available at https://osf.io/dbks3/ (70). The stimuli used for the laboratory experiment have been previously made available at https://osf.io/gkk6f/ (71).
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